Delivering the power of possibilities
Sierra Premium Shake and Savannah Smooth are the perfect pair for crafting custom. They offer two unique looks with equally gorgeous outcomes. Due to their half-inch thick construction, both Sierra and Savannah cast dramatic shadow lines, providing the premium look homeowners are after. Sierra Shake exudes luxury while Savannah Smooth radiates refined beauty. Whether paired together or used alone, this dynamic duo is known for standing out against the crowd.
Sierra Premium Shake puts everything in its place.

The combination of superior quality and a wide range of colors makes Sierra the perfect solution that will remain beautiful for years to come. Sierra's half-inch thick construction creates dramatic shadow lines, casting gorgeous curb-appeal that way for a long time. Backed by the power of fiber cement, Sierra Premium Shake is a low maintenance shake and is easily installed, saving time and money.

Visit nichiha.com for easy downloadable warranties or call 1-866-424-4421.

PPG Semi-Transparent
Nichiha sealer and Primer
PPG Sandstone Basecoat

Mother Nature has to offer.

A proprietary PPG coating engineered to stand up to the sun, the rain and anything else.

If strength and performance are important, Sierra Premium Shake offers a design style that is guaranteed to make a statement.

Savannah Smooth Architectural Lap Siding is guaranteed to make a statement.

With its cutting-edge features, easy installation, Savannah Smooth is the perfect option for creating a head-turning beauty that will endure for decades.

Savannah Smooth delivers engineered performance...

**Thick Construction:** Half-inch thick construction, casting gorgeous shadow lines and creating high-end curb appeal.

**Timeless Appeal:** The look of classic lap siding backed by the power of fiber cement. Savannah Smooth offers a design style that will endure for decades.

**Performance:** Reap the rewards of performance better than traditional lap siding and is easy to maintain, compatible and efficient.

**Built To Last:** Designed to withstand weather, pests and moisture.

**Low Maintenance:** The collection less maintenance solution. The ongoing cleaning or repairs required.

**Summary:** Savannah Smooth delivers engineered performance. It is guaranteed to make a statement. Savannah Smooth Architectural Lap Siding is guaranteed to make a statement.
The Power of Possibilities and Partnerships

Your vision is unique, and Nichiha wants to offer you the power of possibilities and partnerships to help your project come to life. Our ever-expanding offerings of textures and finishes lift buildings to new and unexpected places. Nichiha also values our partners and is proud to work with our dedicated partners across the country. Discover the power of possibilities and partnerships with Nichiha.

*Sierra Premium™ Shake & Savannah Smooth contain up to 50% recycled material.
**Contact Nichiha for certification and testing regarding Sierra Premium™ Shake & Savannah Smooth.

Silica Dust Warning: NICHIHA products may contain some amounts of crystalline silica [a.k.a. sand, silicon dioxide], which is a naturally occurring mineral. The amount will vary from product to product. Inhalation of crystalline silica into the lungs and repeated exposure to silica can cause health disorders, such as silicosis, lung cancer, or death depending upon various factors. To be conservative, Nichiha recommends that whenever cutting, sawing, sanding, sniping or abrading the product, users observe the Safety Instructions above. For further information or questions, please consult the MSDS, your employer, or visit www.osha.gov/SLTC/silicacrystalline/index.html and www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/silica. The MSDS for Nichiha products are available at www.nichiha.com, at your local Nichiha dealer or through Nichiha directly at 1.866.424.4421. FAILURE TO ADHERE TO OUR WARNINGS, MSDS, AND OTHER INSTRUCTION MAY LEAD TO SERIOUS PERSONAL INJURY OR DEATH.

SIERRA PREMIUM, SAVANNAH SMOOTH, and THE POWER OF POSSIBILITIES are trademarks of Nichiha USA, Inc.